
 

Hardware and Operating Systems.  

_ How many bits fit onto a 700 MB CD-ROM? If every letter uses one byte, 
how many 
letters will fit? 
700_1 000_1 000_8 bits, which correspond to: 
700_1 000_1 000_700 000 000 letters or alphanumerical characters. 
_ What is the size difference between the different storage devices in each 
of the pairs 
below? 
a) A 100 kB file and a 4.7 GB DVD. 
4.7 GB_4.7_1 000_1 000 kB_4 700 000 kB 
4 700 000 kB/100 kB_47 000 
The DVD has a capacity 47 000 times greater than the file. 
b) A 500 GB external hard disk and a 700 MB CD-ROM. 
500 GB_500_1 000 MB_500 000 MB 
500 000 MB/700 MB_714.3 
The external hard disk has a capacity 714 times greater than the CD-
ROM. 
c) A 4 GB memory stick and a 1 TB hard disk. 
1 TB_1_1 000 GB_1 000 GB 
1 000 GB/4 GB_250 
The hard disk has a capacity 250 times greater than the memory 
stick. 
d) A 16 GB MP3 player and an old 1.44 MB floppy disk. 
16 GB_16_1 000 MB_16 000 MB 
16 000 MB/1.44 MB_11 111.1 
The MP3 has a capacity 11 111 times greater than the floppy disk. 
e) An old 512 MB pen drive and a 500 GB external hard disk. 
512 MB_0.5 GB 
Therefore, an external hard disk has a thousand times the capacity of 
a 512 MB 
pen drive. 
_ How many abbreviations related to computers and technology do you 
know in 
English? Write them in your exercise book. Check your ideas on the 
Internet. 
STUDENT’S OWN ANSWER. Suggested answer: AAT (average 
access time); B2B (business to 
business); DVD (digital video disc); HTML (hypertext markup 
language); HTTP 
(hypertext transfer protocol); IT (information technology), etc. 
_ Choose the correct word in italics in the following sentences and write 
them in your 
exercise book. 
a) The smallest / largest piece of information we can store on a computer 
is called a bit. 
Smallest 



 
 
 
 
b) Different multiples of a byte are used to communicate / store 
information. 
store 
Introduction to unit 
1. Computer language 
and function 
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c) We give a value / code to each of the letters of the alphabet, and to the 
characters that computers use. 
value 
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_ A 16-bit microprocessor runs at 6 MHz and needs six clock cycles to do 
a calculation. 
a) Verify that it can do 1 million calculations per second. 
6_106 Hz/6 = 1 _ 106 calculations per second. Therefore , it can carry 
out a 
million calculations per second. 
b) How many 32-bit calculations can it do every second? 
Carrying out a calculation of 32 bits is equivalent to carrying out two 
16 bit calculations. The microprocessor can carry out half the 
number of calculations per second: 500 000. 
The overall performance would be less than half because it would 
have to load the numbers in the memory (two inputs) and store them 
(another two inputs). 
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_ In your exercise book, name ten types of storage units and classify them 
according to whether they are magnetic, optical or solid-state devices. 
_ Magnetic units: hard disk, floppy disk, magnetic tape. 
_ Optical units: CD-ROM, CD-RW, DVD-ROM, DVD-RW, HD-DVD, Blu-
ray. 
_ Flash: memory card, pen drive (memory stick). 
The magneto-optical drive combines the first two pieces of 
technology, in other words, it’s both a magnetic and an optical unit. 
_ How many nouns can you think of that collocate with the verbs ‘manage’ 
and ‘run’? 
Use a dictionary or the Internet to help you, and write your ideas in your 
exercise book. 
STUDENT’S OWN ANSWER. Suggested answer: 
manage: a database, an application, a program 
run: an application, a program, a search 
  Listen to three descriptions of storage devices. Which ones are 
they? 
TRANSCRIPT 
1. These devices store data in grooves on a flat surface and the 
application shines a laser onto the surface which reads the data. CD-
ROMs and DVDs are examples of this type of device. 



 
 
 
2. These devices can store information and data by using transistors. 
These transistors act like switches, and the switches can be either open or 
closed. 
3. These devices are the most common magnetic storage units and they 
store bits by positioning millions of tiny magnets in two possible 
orientations representing ‘0’ and ‘1’. 
a) optical discs 
b) solid-state memory 
c) hard disks 
 Copy the sentences below in your exercise book and fill the gaps with 
words or 
phrases. 
a) When we run an application, its instructions and data are copied to the 
computer’s memory . 
b) The RAM stores the data that the microprocessor uses most often. 
c) Solid-state memory devices store information using transistors acting 
as 
switches . 
d) Optical discs include CD-ROMs, DVDs and BDs. 
2. Computer elements 
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__ Look at the ports on the back of your computer and draw them in your 
exercise book. 
STUDENT’S OWN ANSWER. The drawing should be similar to the 
photograph of a computer’s ports which appears at the top of page 
25 of the Student’s Book. 
_ Write a list of the different devices that you could plug into each of the 
ports. 
STUDENT’S OWN ANSWER. Suggested answer: 
_ PS/2 connectors for keyboard and mouse. 
_ Serial port for modems. 
_ Parallel port for printers (not in use). 
_ USB ports for pen drives and memory cards and for several 
devices: modem, printer, mouse, etc. 
_ Audio connectors for microphones and speakers. 
_ RJ-45 connectors for local area networks. 
_ IEEE 1394 connector or FireWire for high-speed serial connections 
for external devices such as video cameras. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
__ What are the six audio connectors shown in the picture above 
used for? 
From top to bottom, left to right, the connectors have the 
following functions: 
_ Orange: digital output, sends digital sound to an amplifier. 
 
_ Black and grey: rear and side speakers analogical output. 
_ Blue: analogue sound signal input (Line-in). 
_ Green: main speakers analogue output (front). 
_ Pink: analogue microphone signal input. 
__ Old televisions frequently used connectors, such as the one shown on 
the right, which have been replaced by HDMI connectors. Why do you 
think this has happened? 
STUDENT’S OWN ANSWER. The more modern types of connection 
allow digital data input, 
at higher speeds and with greater fidelity. 
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__ What is the difference between an operating system, an application 
and a 
programming language? Write your answers in your exercise book and 
give examples 
of each one. 
Operating system: manages the system’s resources and allows the 
user and the 
applications to access them. 
Applications: allow the computer to be used for a variety of tasks. 
Programming languages: allow other programs, applications and 
even operating 
systems to be created. 
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__ Do you think a computer could work without an operating system? Why 
/ why not? 
No, because the operating system controls all the computer’s 
functions and elements. 
__ Study your computer’s operating system and answer the questions: 
a) How can you view the contents of the hard disk? 
Using Explorador de Windows or Navegador de archivos in Linux. 
Then doubleclick on each folder to access it. 
3. Software and operating 
systems 
audio 
connectors 
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b) How can you search for all the text files with the extension ‘.txt’ on the 
hard disk? 



 
 
 
 
Inicio_Buscar_*.txt, or using the Buscar tool in Linux. 
c) How do you open an application? 
By double-clicking on a direct access icon. Another option is to 
select Inicio_Programas_Application or to select the Aplicaciones 
menu in Linux. Another possibility is to search for the folder where 
it’s installed and double-click on Application.exe. 
 
 
d) How do you copy a file on the hard disk onto an SD card? 
Search for the file, right-click and select Copiar. Then search for the 
SD card unit icon, right-click on it and select Pegar. 
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__ Why do you need to defragment your hard disk? 
Because of the way that space is used on the hard disk and the way 
that files are stored, the data in the files appears dispersed across 
the surface of the disk, therefore accessing the data becomes slower. 
Defragmenting reduces the fragmentation of the files, speeds up 
access to the data and therefore the speed that the system runs at. 
__ Find out how many power-saving options your computer has. Write 
them in your exercise book. 
The power-saving options depend on the operating system you are 
using. For example, in Linux, the following options may be available: 
Cerrar sesión (Log out), 
Suspender (Standby), Hibernar (Hibernate) and Apagar (Shut down). 
In Windows, 
the power-saving options are in Panel de control _Opciones de 
energía. 
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__ Listen to a brief description of the uninstall process for a Linux 
program. Make notes to help you remember. 
Work with a partner and take turns to describe the process. Can you 
remember any of the linking words from UNIT 1? 
STUDENT’S OWN ANSWER. 
__ Write down several ways in which you can customise the operating 
system user interface. List some ways in which it could be adapted for 
disabled people. 
By changing the desktop background picture, the screen resolution 
and the colour intensity; changing the start menu and toolbar 
settings; creating shortcuts to frequently used files and programs; 
reorganising the icons on the desktop, etc. 
Using the accessibility options (Opciones de accesibilidad) in the 
Panel de Control, it’s possible to increase the screen contrast and 
modify the speed and size of the cursor, for example. Also, you can 
configure sequential key combinations instead of standard keycuts 
in order to carry out certain functions without having to hold down 
several keys simultaneously. 


